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NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW

TH'REE POEMS
THE

BITE

IN

THE

AIR

Savage and sensual, the beast-like
storm pounces upon .the somnolence
of the summer street. Its growl
enunciates encyclicals of sound;
Its flash portends the tense electric
of its strength released. It
is simply an act moving toward
a solution, the past cut off~
A {:urtain closing upon calamity, a
melodrama ended as I· turn away.
The storm's catharsis clears
the air, rel.ieves ~the nerves;
And yet, the diamond dust, retreating
to its ridges of regret, revives
the nakedness of others, and my
own, that always seemed remote.
Emotions, liberated, draw a vehemence
of feeling from the vehe~ence
of rain; and gleaming walls are
surfaces that constantly reflect
I

My angry wish to be another's body,
not for a night, but for eternity.
Antithetical to emptiness, the
water cleanses or defiles. No
Compromise is possible; the flesh,
the pregnant trees show~r a lush
identity. Full water-spouts
protest the overflow; and
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Gurgling gu~ters lash resentfully
against the curb's indifference.
, Each splash' forms rippled rings
from bubbles, like intentions,
That eKpire upon the surface of their
voyaging. Here is desire; and here
made false our wilful unwillingness
to bestow our unchastity. The
.c

Downpour sJreaks across windows, trickles
from sills. Among the shimmering
grass the rivulets are rivers that
the eye scales down. The weather
•

Is my sex, my death, objectified.
Like glassy tubes, the long ,drops
casually display the specimens of
hypochondria, the parasitic dread
Become pathology. Even perspectives
of illness disappear; or better,
imagine~ illness, as the bladed
water scalpels the swelling on my
Arm, freezes my fear, eviscerates the
canker of anxiety. I watch the
water's oblique interest. I hear its detached comments on
Morbidity, as though the tragic were
a scene too carefully designed,
a back-drop whence the actors,
like myself, moved on again.
INTERIOR

Here peace is \bis lamp-lighted .
room; and here the conversation,
banal anti secure, curtains the
darkness beyond the door. ~ut
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